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Onir’s narrative has been chosen by the yearly Maryland International Film Festival that commences this month-end. Increasing current standards is around
six youthful people with Down’s disorder and takes a er their stories at the World Down Syndrome Congress in Chennai, a press proclamation read. “It’s
exceptionally delighting to see that our film being chosen for and winning honors all around the world. A film is about commanding diﬀerences,” Onir said.
The Maryland film fest will be held in the US from March 31 to April 2. The 118-minute narrative has been created by Onir and Sanjay Suri’s pennant with
Mitu Bhowmick, celebration executive of Indian Film Festival of Melbourne ‘IFFM’.
In the wake of having won hearts and awards over, Onir’s directorial narrative ‘Raising the Bar’ is currently the oﬀicial choice at the yearly Maryland
International Film Festival. The narrative articles stunning stories of six youthful people with down disorder as it tails them and their stories at the World
Down Syndrome Congress in Chennai, India. The 118 minutes docu-film has been created by Onir-Sanjay Suri’s Anti-bolt Film, Mitu Bhowmick the Festival
Director of IFFM and Founder, Mind Blowing Films and Cate Sayers of Emotions 21.
The film has beforehand won the Best Foreign Documentary Feature at the Hollywood Independent Documentary Awards and a Silver Medal at the Atlanta
Film Festival. It debuted to an overwhelming applause at the Indian Film Festival of Melbourne where it was introduced by celebration representative Vidya
Balan. The film will likewise be a piece of Maryland International Film Festival which will occur this year between March 31st and April second. Taking about
the narrative, Onir stated, ‘Exceptionally cheering to see our valuable film being chosen for and winning honors around the world. A film is about praising

assorted qualities ‘. Cate Sayers, the maker of the docu included, ‘The narrative highlights the general
involvement of parental love and acknowledgment and how breaking biased limits permits us to overcome
individual diﬀiculties’.
Mitu Bhowmick, the maker of the film and the chief of the Indian Film Festival of Melbourne included, “As a
celebration that depends on the center standard of Diversity and praising that assorted qualities, we are
pleased to be a piece of the film. This film is a genuine blessing which shares eﬀective stories of how
declining to acknowledge conventional limitations permit the capability of each person to radiate through.
There is no more prominent route than the silver screen to begin achieving that change”.
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